Special Events Management Plan
BACKGROUND
•

Chicago’s “Cultural Mile” offers a world-class collection of civic and cultural entertainment assets … but the modern amenities, including major, integrated
transit infrastructure required to support and enhance visitation and visitor experience are severely deficient.

•

Patrons who spend time in the South Loop / Near South Side area on game days, race days, or concert days – whether at Soldier Field, the Museum Campus
or Grant Park – recognize the challenges presented by the lack of efficient, multi-modal transit and pedestrian connectivity, which generates levels of vehicular
congestion that literally shut down roadways, key intersections and the nearby neighborhoods.

•

Major events can attract as many as 70,000+ fans & workers (for a Bears home game) to over 100,000 attendees (for a single-day of Lollapalooza) who could
be more efficiently served by an integrated multi-modal transit system.

•

For most of these events, like Bears games and typical concerts, patrons are arriving or leaving the venue within the same narrow peak time frames, as
compared to other cities where major sports facilities and civic arenas benefit from urban entertainment districts (i.e., surrounding bars, restaurants, hotels
and other attractions) for pre- and post-game activities, which increase the length of stay on the front- and back-ends of events (and also, notably, generate
increased local spending) and spread out the peak pre- and post-game surges.

•

Very large, lengthier events, like the Chicago Marathon or Lollapalooza, congest streets and major roadway arteries in the area and throughout the City for all
residents, workers, and visitors in Chicago, and discourage patronage to other downtown / lakefront attractions and businesses during these extended
periods of time. An integrated multi-modal transit system that provides localized and regional benefits would address these congestion issues.

•

Chicago’s Cultural Mile institutions suffer from lack of connectivity generally, but face severe congestion around event days that translate into extreme no-show
factors at their venues during major special event periods.

CONCLUSIONS
WSP and Knight E/A have identified that the ONE Central Transit Hub would provide the necessary transit investments and connectivity to significantly
improve the event-day experience, and have created a comprehensive management plan to greatly increase transit utilization during special events in
the area resulting in reduced levels of vehicular traffic. The Transit Hub will connect Chicago’s lakefront civic & cultural district with a system of efficient
transit linkages (i.e., rail vs. on-street bus service) extending throughout, and providing benefits to, the entire metro area and region. In addition, the
Developer has committed to improving roadways and building area amenities that will relieve pressure during peak periods. These types of transportation
and related improvements at ONE Central will re-define game day and special event periods for patrons, neighborhood residents, the nearby civic &
cultural institutions, downtown businesses, and all visitors to the City.
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SPECIAL EVENTS KEY FACTS & FINDINGS / PLAN DETAILS
25% to 30% or more of Event-Goers, on Average, Will Choose Transit to
Lakefront Attractions
WSP and Knight estimate that transportation and related infrastructure improvements
at ONE Central will accommodate 25-30% or more of event-goers to special events
on the lakefront via CTA, Metra and NICTD rail lines and the new CHI-Line downtown
circulator, as well as CTA buses currently available.

Increased Transit Ridership = 20% to 25% Reduction in Game Day /
Event Traffic
A mode shift to rail service will occur due to the availability of connected multi-modal
transit service at ONE Central, which significantly improves access for game day and
major events (and generally to the lakefront) because of corresponding decreases in
traffic volumes during peak periods. More riders will choose rail and the CHI-Line,
which will take pressure off of roadways – greatly decreasing automobile traffic. Moreover,
patrons will shift to rail service from existing bus service resulting in a reduction of more
than 230 buses per hour on the local streets.

Transit Hub + Multi-Modal Options Improve Mobility, Efficiency
A convenient, state-of-the-art transit station [the “Transit Hub”] will encourage mode shift
from cars to rail. This means people can move more efficiently via mass transit: CTA and
Metra rail cars will be queued to serve events at Soldier Field, the Museum Campus,
McCormick Place, Wintrust Arena, the parks, etc. The Transit Hub will finally provide
Chicago with a gateway to its most important events and attractions … and a new
CTA connection that is within a reasonable walking distance (over 6x closer to Soldier
Field Gate 0 than the existing Roosevelt Road stop). The Cultural Mile will therefore
remain competitive with other major event facilities across the country that are providing
enhanced transportation facilities and other amenities -- consider Wrigley Field.

Amenities Improve Visitor Experience, Take Pressure Off of Peak
Periods
The ONE Central Transit Hub and the associated entertainment amenities and attractions
will accommodate pre- and post-event activities and spread (or flatten) the peak
demand over several hours before and after games and concerts. The peak period
when patrons depart an average sports game or concert is typically 1 hour. ONE Central
provides the ability to “stage” patrons on site to better manage ingress and egress.

Ride Share Queuing / Convenient Pick-up & Drop-off Options
The conveniently located Welcome Center and event management plans will lead to a
significant reduction in vehicle trips in the immediate neighborhood to the west of ONE
Central, with a new “inner” DuSable Lake Shore Drive (LSD) and new service road.
These two roads can accommodate approximately 500 passenger vehicles dropping
off before events and nearly 300 passenger vehicles (including Uber, Lyft and other
ride-share services) that will be staged after events, removing these activities from
neighborhood streets.

Major Roadway & Pedestrian Improvements
Roadway improvements will include additional turn lanes, improved signals / signage on
roadways, and the ability for CTA shuttles, remote parking shuttles, CHI-Line circulator
vehicles, and ride-shares to access the area along the new inner LSD and service
roads. When the future DuSable Lake Shore Drive northbound grade separation at
McFetridge, coupled with a new northbound entrance ramp occurs, it would allow traffic
to flow more freely and improve safety for traffic management personnel and drivers.
Direct pedestrian access into McCormick Place is planned, along with a new pedestrian
bridge over DuSable Lake Shore Drive to Soldier Field, the Museum Campus and
lakefront. The 17th Street underpass will be converted to a new street and pedestrian
route that benefits existing area parking facilities and maintains convenient access for
residents to the west.

State-of-the-Art Control Central & Technology = Safety & Security
As part of the Special Events Management Plan, Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) will provide features such as variable message signs, lane occupancy, signal
interconnects, speed alerts, and real-time parking management. A ONE Central Control
Center will house the operations, security and other coordination needs of Chicago
Police and Fire, Emergency Management, CDOT, IDOT, Metra, CTA, and other agencies
to support public safety & rapid response times. Technology will also be deployed
to secure access to / from the neighborhood and ensure the safety and security of
residents.

“Transportation to Bears games is always a hassle
if you don’t have parking. And who has parking? The
buses at the Roosevelt Avenue station are always too
crowded and move slowly through traffic, so you’re
usually better off taking the 0.8-mile walk to the
stadium if you have the energy.”

